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He’s ready for his closeup
Peter the Anteater’s guide to the library
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Origin story: The dawn of Doggo
by staying under a minute in length. Doggo
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or professional they may be, they are not
did not speak— rather, the video was intereffective if students do not watch them,
spersed with narrative text stills, similar to
and students will not watch them unless
techniques used in silent films.1 This made
they feel appropriately engaged.
the videos more accessible to hearingimpaired viewers, while also saving a step
of having to record a voice for Doggo.
P is for puppet: Mascots in library
It is important to note that the inspivideos
ration for Doggo came out of student
Doggo was unique in that he was entirely
responses to instruction assessment forms
unexpected of a library video, was instantthat asked them to quickly comment on
ly memorable, and added humor and apwhat they liked learning about while also
proachability to discussing library services.
identifying what they wished to learn.
Studies on consumer behavior suggest that
A trend that emerged was that students
using brand mascots with anthropomorstill did not know how to navigate the
phic elements can increase engagement,
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completing
and children
Resource Center.
the assessfrequently
ment forms already bordered on inforlearn from nonhuman teachers, such as The
mation overload, alternative methods of
Muppets on Sesame Street or Smokey Bear.
communication were needed.
Despite the advantages that anthroThis is where libraries frequently turn
pomorphic mascots may offer, academic
to making online videos or other tutorilibraries have not widely used them for
als. Many articles document best practices
instructional or outreach purposes. One
for creating library tutorials that primarily
example we found was from Portsmouth
use screen capture or animation and narLibrary in the United Kingdom, where sturation components.2 These tutorial videos
dents can follow the adventures of Pablo,
a stuffed penguin mascot who explores liare largely instructional in nature, guiding
brary spaces and resources on Twitter.5 The
users through a process such as using a database or a service, or describing a concept
authors of the case study at Portsmouth
such as the information cycle or the peer
describe Pablo as successful, evidenced by
review process. However, these tutorial
the fact that “in its first year, the @uoppenvideos suffer from a fundamental barrier:
guin Twitter feed has attracted more than
regardless of how short, clear, accessible,
540 followers, and one student suggested
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students who had good filming and editing
skills. Not only was it very cost-effective to
hire students for video production, but also
having the student perspective on video
content was extremely valuable, since
students are the primary audience for our
library videos. The personal insights and
academic experiences of our video production students informed their work with the
library videos, which fostered a sense of
relatability in the videos and also helped
give life and personality to Peter. Finally,
we believed that involving students in the
creative process was empowering, as it
gave them a distinct voice in a larger library
initiative.
In the end,
one student
was hired to
work on the
A star is
videos with
born: Peter,
Peter, workthe library
ing for apanteater
proximately
We had an exfour-to-six
cellent
opporhours per
tunity to build
week.
on the success
We t r i e d
of Doggo at the
to keep the
University
of
California-Irvine Peter the Anteater visits the Center for Excellence in Writing p r o d u c t i o n
of the videos
(UCI), as the li- and Communication.
as low-tech
brary did not
and low-cost as possible. We used softyet have an established video tutorial or
ware that the library already had licenses
outreach program. Because UCI already
to—in our case, it was older versions of
has a unique and identifiable anteater masCamtasia and Adobe Premiere—and made
cot, and because multiple versions of the
use of cameras and tripods that the library
UCI anteater already existed, we thought it
regularly loaned to students. While library
would be easy to build a set of library vidstaff provided ideas and direction for video
eos using an anteater puppet. We purchased
topics and priorities, the production of
an inexpensive puppet, and then created
the video was largely handled by our one
or purchased some small accessories and
student. For each of the 20-to-90 second
props to increase the anthropomorphic feel
videos, she handled the general scripting,
of our mascot. Thus, Peter the library’s antstoryboarding, filming, and editing. Library
eater was born.7
staff members helped by puppeteering
We decided to hire students to be inPeter or by serving in cameo roles as
volved with the video project early in the
themselves at service points.
process for several reasons. First, UCI had
Like Doggo, Peter does not talk. All of
a Film and Media Studies major, and so it
the videos use subtitles rather than voice
was likely that we would be able to find
on Twitter that the light relief of the feed
helped them to complete their degree.”6
Doggo was similarly popular at UW.
Videos featuring him were among the
most-watched and well-liked videos on
Odegaard Library’s Instagram account. Videos with Doggo featured common library
services such as the Writing Center, the
Research Help Desk, the checkout desk, as
well as consultations with the undergraduate experience librarian and a writing tutor.
However, the uncommon use of an endearing sock-puppet mascot as a guide to these
services led to high student engagement.
Doggo’s videos rivalled the filming of a
dance party in
the library for
student views.
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narration. Each video is branded with a
simple UCI Libraries end slide.
Over the course of a few quarters, we
were able to produce a number of videos
featuring processes such as checking out
books and laptops, printing, refilling print
cards, and reserving group study rooms.
We also produced videos on library services, such as research consultations, writing center services, special collections, or
our multimedia resources center. Another
category of videos centered around exploring library spaces or resources, including
our collaboration zone, board games, stress
relief zones, and exercise bike desks. Finally, we produced videos that showcased
Peter attending library events.
All of our videos were initially uploaded to Vimeo. We chose Vimeo as a
platform for our Peter videos, as well as
for our screen-capture instructional videos, because Vimeo allows for versioning,
whereas YouTube does not. This was particularly important when little processes,
like print services, changed. We could
upload a new, refreshed version of the
video without altering the URL. We also
preferred the ad-free space that Vimeo provides, and the overall quality of the videos.
However, because the library does have a
YouTube channel, it is possible that some
of the Peter videos will also be uploaded
to that platform.

To be continued . . .
Our next major step is to distribute our videos widely. Due to some staff turnover in
our library’s communication unit, we were
unfortunately unable to launch any substantial marketing campaign of library services
using the Peter videos in our first year. Still,
the Peter videos have received a surprising
number of plays with limited marketing to
date. Just by providing links to these videos
on a library webpage for “Online Tutorials,”
the videos on how to print and how to reserve a group study room have seen nearly
200 plays each within one quarter. When
we embedded a link to the video about an
C&RL News
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upcoming pet therapy event in a “Personal
Librarian” message to first-year students,
more than 260 students watched the video
in two days. We have also used the videos
successfully in face-to-face instructional settings. For example, we received positive
feedback from students when we played
the video of how to use special collections
during an instruction session to humanities
students.
In our upcoming year, our main focus
will be on distribution and assessment of
the impact of these videos. The responses
and play rate of our initial limited marketing suggest that Peter is a popular and likeable library guide. We plan to work closely
with our social media team to launch a
library services awareness campaign via
social media featuring Peter as video or
possibly in photo format. We also plan to
loop several of the videos and play them
in the background for passive library services awareness during Welcome Week and
orientation programming at the beginning
of fall quarter next year.
One other challenge we will need to
address is sustainability. We were fortunate
to have hired a very talented student to
initiate this video project. However, we
will need to consider how often our videos
will need to be refreshed or updated in
the future. This is not a challenge unique
to using a mascot, however any outreach
or instruction video has a time horizon
where a resource will need to be updated
or retired.

End credits
Peter the Anteater videos are a lighthearted, high-impact, low-cost way of providing outreach to students, while spreading
the word about different library services.
As evidenced with Peter, the production of
the videos was not difficult, especially with
the vital input on humor and tone from our
student worker. The videos and Peter allow
libraries to have their own unique, campy
yet charming mascot that students can identify with. Despite this campiness or even
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the lack of professional sheen, Peter’s videos have been well received by students.
In the end, the benefits and exposure that
a mascot outreach video has outweighs the
minimal risks and the costs of creating such
videos.
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